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The presentation eontained he rein discusses a nondestructive 

method of qmntitatiTe analysis of nuclide mixtures by, gamma seintil" 

la-tion spectrometryo The principles employed in the method are not 

new but the. manner in which; they are applied is novelo ■

The gamma speetrraa of . a radio-nuclide mixture is the linear 

sum of the- gamma spectra of each of the indifidml component nuclides^ 

This additive property of gamma spectra is used in the proposed method 

to form ,af set of count equations which are ■ solved by matrix, algebrao 

The solutions are the total counts of each nuclide in the mixture 0 By 

comparing these eomputed total counts to the total counts from a known 

.standard of the same nn©lides. a subtraction.time is determinedo The , 

subtraetioh time and the known standard. are. in ' turn used to reduce, the 

mixture spectrum to:a sihgle nuclide spectra for-quantitative analysis 

by compafisonv:.: " ; '

The proposed method provides two advantages over other quan

titative analysis methods using gamma seihtillation spectrometry« firsts 

simplicity and speedj seeondp capability to qualitatively analyse the 

^mixture for previously undetected trace eleffient̂ o
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. . ■ IMEODUCIIQl ' :

lol Baekgrotmd and Pmrpos® ,/

■ fk© field of gamma scintillatiOB, spectrometry has r-@eei.ved wide ^

attentioa as a tecimique for quap,t:itati-r.e sad qualitative analysis of 

neutron aetiirated materialso The technique is ■ based on the measurement 

of the gamma rays emitted by radioactive isotopes» The usual technique. ■ 

is to use the tots.1 absorption or photo=-p@ak as the basis for analysis

(l)o Each radioactive Isotope which is a  gamma emitter has its, own ■ 

particular, photo^peak or set- of peaksB any given arrangement of which 

will serve to identify that isotope. It is this unique spectrum which 

leads to the identification and analysis-of materials just as in other 

forms of speetroanalysis o.

: Many methods have been deyised. to quantitatively analyse materi*” , 

als by the use of gamma scintillation spectrometry<, Ifo^o Burras (2)s 
D 0F 0 Goveil (5), J0S0 Eldridge (4) and others have proposed various 

- quantitative - analysis techniques for- single element; samples'- using an 

absolute approach based on decay schemes and detector efficiencieso 

These methods: are good for the purpose for which they were designed^ 

single elements9 but they are tedious to us® because of the nature of 

the. analytical portions of the methodso D 0F 0 Govell discusses a multi>= 

element possibility called "stripping" which is: a subjectiy© and. lengthy.' 

■mathematical / subtraction methods These methods are generally unsatis=
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factory either because they are too tedious or are suitable for single 

elements.onlyo

■ In nature the need normally exists to analyse not a single 

element but a multielement sampleo This requirement is generally 

coupled with the desire to accomplish the analysis within a specified 

time periodo She desire to stay within a time limit having been gene- 

rated by either economic considerations or the half life of the material 

being analysed. Any single element or time consuming method would be 

undesirable. There are available relative methods for multielement 

analysis which are faster than the absolute methods» EoL, Heath (6) 

has presented a method which is useful but still too tediouso The 

"Comparator" method (6) works but has an element of trial and error in 

its use which makes it impractical,

Bsamination of the available quantitative analysis techniques 

reveals the existence of a reguirement for a method which will satisfy 

two conditionsi

10 Be simple in format so that the analysis can be per

formed fairly rapidlyo

Handle multielement samples with a degree of accuracy 

consistent with simplicity and speed,

It is the purpose of this thesis to present a method of quaati~ 

tativ© analysis using gamma scintillation spectrometry which will satisfy 

these eonditionso
In the design of the method one feature becomes readily apparent9 

the method must be nondestructive. The reason for this lies in the nature 

of the destructive proeesso In any destructive process the separation of



the elements ©an result in & loss of quantitatiTe aceuraey throttgh the 

dispersion,1 of t.raee eleaents during separation (7)0 is order to main- . 

tain the optifliiam. aeeuraoy the proposed method is noBdestruetiTeo Being 

nondestrmetive is not in itself a solution satisfying the ©oaditioms ia= 

posed on' the method o - ■

:, Borro#ing the idea of speetrum. reduetioB. from SeB. Heath the : 

problem reduees itself to one of find lag a suitable reduet ion m.ethodv 
gome multichannel analyziag equipment has an automatie gubtraetion 

feature whieh'is, designed for normal operation as a deviee for removing 

baekgromdo If this subtraefion feature eould be used for whole element 

, speetra removal (6) then a reduotion means' is; available whioh satisfies 

the seeond condition of the method^ that of being fast#

Thus the over=all objective of this thesis is the .development 

of a noBdegtruefive method of quantitative analysis using automati© 

subtraotiono . V v ; i  \ :

"I e-2: Method. Out line o ■ - , . . • ; ;::

Before proeeediBg with,any'detailed theoretical and experimental 

disouskion of the proposed method it would be wise to first outline the; 

procedure o this but line should prove .-helpful in mnderstanding the ne= 

©essity for eertain theoretioa,!' - steps and in keeping the. overfall ob= 

jeotive in mind while studying the details# : : • ' ■

. The assumption is . made that a qualitative analysis has been per

formed and the: •results are available^ With this infomatioB individual;; 

;element irradiation standards ©an be prepared for use in determining 

,subtraotiom times and as a oomparison basis for the.quantitative deter”
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: mitiatloBo .. fhis first step of standard preparation is an essereis© in

oheaistry but should te done carefully to eliminate a possible source of 

- erroro ; fhe. mterial t©• be .analyzed and each of the standards is irradi

ated and the gamma scintillation spectra determinedo These spectra are ’ 

used to determine the subtraction tiaaes for subsequent composite spectrum 

reductidBo The method for subtraction time determination is purely an&«=» 

lytieal and uses the, additive property of composi te spectra' to compute 

the timeso The composite; spectrum can then be reduced to any single 

element spectra for quantitative anaiysiso The actual quantitative ana- 

.-lysis Uses; a 'part; of the c omparator method ■(d'},.. ,: . ' , \ ; .

The detailed discussion of the method, divides easily into two 

Chapterso Ohapter B contains the theoretical discussion as well as 

■analytical.methods and chapter § contains experimental data and illus- , 

t r a t i o n ® , : • ::: ■ , ■.' ■'';■. '■ 'v; . ' ■ '■'



CMPTIE 2
• ' . ' THEORY' OF METHOD . '

2ol Spectra Formation ,

The fundamentals of single element gaiama seintillstion spectra . 

formation are well known (8)0 In the analysis method to be discusS.edi, ' 

the prohlan concerns multielement materials and their speotrao The 

formation of the multielement or composite spectra is essentially the 

addition of a series of individual element spectra to f o m  the new whole 

spectrum (7p9)o This new spectrum can still he analyzed because within 

this composite spectrum there remains the unique individual element 

spectra (10)o ■ / ' ' \ Y ' i :i '
It is important to understand the mechanics of the composite 

spectrum formation. Figure 2=1 illustrates the formation of a two 

element-composite spectrum. This hypothetical ease.is based on actual 

experimental results, notice that each of the component elements has 

lost its identity and the composite is a linear combination of these 

single element spectrao Although the individual features of any single 

element spectrum have been obscured the composite contains identifying,. 

features which are combinations resulting from the spectrum addition,, 

This is usually a combination displacement© Consider the specific ease 

of the Compton Edge of one element coinciding with a photo^peak of 

another ' element 6 Figure 2<>2 illustrates such a possibility, Notice 

in particular the displacement of the new. composite feature from the
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losatiom of either of the two par exit features o A close ezeaainatioa would 

show that this displacement is the result of the linear addition of the 

parent featureso This linear. ©omMnation of the spectra is an essential 

factor in the development of the proposed method and will he referred to 

freqnehtly0

- Bpeotrnm Reduction .  ̂ .

" In order to he able to analyse any one element of a composite 

spectrum some technique must be used which will either blank out the 

unwanted portions of the spectrum during fomatiom ©r remove them, after 

'the spectrum is. ©ompleteo The blanking, oû t or. shielding appre&eh will 

not be considered further since selective gamma shielding is not an 

aoeompiished facto Therefore, the only possibility.is the removal of the 

ummnted portions of the spectrum after the spectrum is formed#

: Fortunately there exists instrumentation which is capable of ac«* 

eomplishing; t M  s reductiono. The formation of the total spectrum using 

certain multichannel analysing equipment with the automatic background 

subtraction feature provides the meehahism to perform the subtraotion

(ll)o Theoreticallya this subtraction feature can be used not just for 

background but for whole; element subtraction as wello This is the fast 

spectrum reduction means needed to fulfill the speed requirements o Exa 

perimemt has confirmed the adaptability .of the baekgrouhd' subtraction : 

to whole element subtraction^ Chapter; 3 discusses the experimental 

results: of the tests performed t© check this featureo . . . ;
. The problem is one of actually performing the spectrum reductiono 

Two questions. must be answered in dealing with the problem of spectrum 

reductions: that will be subtracted and for how long? Knowing the comm



portent elements of the composite material determines what is to he sub" 

traeted» This information was provided by the qualitative data assumed 

previouslyo The question of how long to subtract has no such simple 

answer since the time will vary with the amount of material» irradiation 

;tim@s9: neutron fl m e s p.-',et©o . - : ;

2»5 Count Equations

The detemination of the subtraction times is done by using the 

compohent element standards ,and forming count equations^ , '

ht first glance it would appear that if the composite spectrum, 

is built on a five minute count (which; means that each component element 

was counted into the total for five minutes) then the spectrum could be 

reduced b y . a series of five minute" subtractions o This would be true if 

the activity of the element being subtracted equalled the activity of 

that element in the composite'o HoweverB the activity of the component 

element in-the composite is, hot known» ' Therefore^ there must be esa 

tablished some relationship between the component elements and the sub= 

traction standards0 The need for the relationship will be obvious'latere 

For the present the problem is tp establish it in the form of count 

equationso : - \ ' v" . 1

\An equation expressing the composite spectrum formation^ as the 

sum of component element spee'traDis called a count equation and is, / , ' '

written; - " ■ . ; ■;
; , :I _ V. . ; ./■•iW- • ' .1,: ' n  r ’ '
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0 is "bhe composite spectrm total eounts.8- • - ■ „ . ■ . ' '
B is baekgromid total eounts ; : .

is the ith element spectrum total eounts 

The general ease illustrated represents an $T element composite 

, sampleo This is one count equation with E unknowns, C^o The background 

, and the Gg can be easily determined empirically by using the composite 

speetrumo For the remainder of the disetission it will be assumed that

the background has been determined and subtracted from the composite

total countSj, Gs<> If Er similar'equations containing the same H unknowns 

can be formed then a set of■equations will exist which can theoretically 

be solved» The solutions would be the G^ or the component element total 

counts existing in the composite0

The photo-fraetion or peak=tO‘=‘t©tal ratio is a well known quan= 

tity in gamma scintillation spectrescopy (§)<, Its use in modified form 

in this method will lead to the desired set of equationso

It has been established that the composite spectrum, is formed 

by the linear combination of the individual spectraj, it is not unreason- 

ablis then to state that any portion of the composite spectrum is.like-: 

wise a linear combination of the individual element spectra over the 

same region* perhaps the point can be more clearly illustrated graphi

cally* Figure 2o£ shows a portion of a composite spectrum and its com

position* For the purpose of illustration assume that the region cover

ed is from channel* x to y* The total counts existing between channels

* In multichannel analyzef terms a channel is a pulse height unit 
or energy increment * Gain settings on the instrument can establish a 
channel in terms of a specific energy band* For examplei if a channel 
is approximately 0*02 mev then a 1*00 mev gamma will appear in the 
spectrum at channel 50 of a 100 channel analyzer*
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x and;y of the omposite speotmn is the sum of the eomponeat element 

counts in the same ranges, channels x to y 0

Mathematically this partial combination can be written in the 

same form as the total spectrum coabination orj

CS' Ci (x-y) (2c,B).

. • ' 'v:/:/::,;:. ' : : isl V ' '"V ■ , :

' is the fractional ebuntg existing between channels 
g(x=>y) x and y of the composite speetma©

(x^y) is the background counts existing in the range x to y&

- is the fractibn&l coinitS: existing between' channels.
’ x and y of the component element spectruma

fhis is another equ&tion which in combination with equation Z-ol 

can be used to begin the formation of the set neededo Howetrers this 

equation has 1+1 different' unknowns sin,®© ■ fractional counts have hot . ■ 

been definedo Firsts one of the unknowns must be eliminated* then the 

fractional counts must be expressed in terms of total countso In order 

to make equation 8*2 consistent with equation 2©ls C-y-^I'y will be ,

detemihed empirically and expressed in terns "of. G^c  ̂ '

ffe&'v' first step is to determine This ©an be accomplished

by simply adding up the counts in each channel over the selected range$ 

in effect performing numerical integration of the composite spectrum 

over the selected regioho. fhis reduces the amber of unknows to I*

The counts of the component elements over the same range cannot 

be so simply determined because, the magnitude of the component element



spectra in the eomposite is not knoTOo The general shape of the spectra 

is known sinee it is found by using the standardso Use is made of this 

similarity in shapes to determine a count frastion= The count fraction 

is designated f and is defined as the fraction of the total counts of 

an element which appear in a selected. portion'of the spectrac- Hathe= -
matieally this definition'is'written! . ■ ' ;

, . : /,§eunts ;im a selected range (2oS) .
Total eomits under the spectrum

; = : ' ; .. ■ ; ( M ) '
I

This expression' can be- rewritten as2 ' . -

C4 « ' 0.' >  , Ai ^ i S  . .. . ' . . (2.5).

The factor f4 has a definition very similar to that of the photo-' 

fraction (5) and was. derived with the photo-fraction in mind© The only 

difference between the count fraction and the photo-fraction is the 

removal of the restriction that limits the definition to the total 

absorption peak. This extension is valid since the composite spectrum 

is a lihear combination of the lesser spectra and the fraction is a 

ratio or pure number and will not vary with activity. The only way the 

fraction "could vary would be for a change in detector geometry or 

detector efficiencieso '

STduation 2.5 is an expression of the unknown fractional counts 

in temsvof the unknown total counts. . The undetermined factor now is 

the fraetiom f. which was ..introduced in equation 2.5*. The factor f <
.'V, ■ , ■ ' /  . V v-can be found by numerical methods using the standard spectra. Upon ■
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substitution of its value into equation 2.5̂  which in turn is substituted 
into equation 2.2,a second and complete count equation can be formed.
The second equation can be written;

N
(2.6)'s(x-y) =

i=l
Each of the terms in the equation has been previously defined and the 
background removed.

This process is repeated until N equations with N unknowns have 
been formed. The N unknowns are the (X or the counts of each component 
element in the composite. These are the equations which form the set 
needed to compute C^.

For the purpose of solution the set of equations is set up in 
a matrix equation and Cramers Rule (12) applied to obtain the solution. 
The matrix which must be solved has the form;

1l9l 1 , 2 ...........l,n

f„ f. « f

V Cs

=2 °s,l

Ci °.. j

_CS. (n-1)

(2.7)
j»1 d92** d,n

f(n-l). lf(2-1)72' ' f(n-l).n 

The various factors have the following definitions;
fj n is the count fraction of jth region of the nth element.

total counts in the composite of the ith element.
C . fractional counts in the jth region of the composite. s» 3
Cs total counts of the composite.



la the matrix equation 2 0 7 the. eoeffiGientSg f. # are all kno-wna 

having been determined from the standardso The right hand members are ■ 

also knowas, they are the empirical values determined from the composite 

spectrum,, ' The solution of the equation will produce the C. values 

which are the total counts of the component element in the composite© 

These total counts can easily be converted into an activity because the 

count time, is known. ,

2©4 Subtraction Time Determination

Haying determined an. activity for each of the component elements 

it is a simple step to determine the subtraction times o The.subtraction 

time is defined as that time required for the standard to produce the 

same number of total counts as. was computed for the component elements.

If an activity takes a certain period of time to produce a given total 

number of counts then that same time is required to remove that same 

total count. This is the subtraction time © Therefore it is a matter 

of equating total counts to determine the subtraction time. The 

necessary equation is?

Ct s A I . (2o8)

Where; is the total count - - ' ' :

A is the activity 

T is the count time.

Using equation 208 for both the standard and the component element and 

equating, these expressions-yieldsj • -

> s $s; ' 2 K  >e:: / ■ (2*9)
The s subscript refers to the standard and the e subscript,defers to the
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component element. The A and T are as defined for equation 2.8. Every 
factor in equation 2*9 is known except the T , which is the subtraction 
time. Solving 2*9 for Ts yields;

T r T Ae
8 ® ”  (2.10)

This equation is applied to each known element in order to obtain the 

necessary subtraction times to accomplish the complete composite spect
rum reduction.

2.5 Quantitative Analysis
The only remaining step is the actual quantitative determination.

The fundamental relationship to be used for this purpose is very common
in neutron activation studies (13).

A(t) = J L _ _ H a_ cr ( 1- e"X l  ) e" X * (2.11)
A

Where A(t) - Activity of the isotope at time t after removal from the 
neutron flux 0

W z Weight of the original element
Na 2 Avagadros number
A z Atomic number of irradiated element

^  - Thermal cross-section of the basic material
^ - Decay constant of the isotope formed

T e Irradiation time
t 2 Delay time from flux removal to detection

This equation shows the relationship between the activity of the ir
radiated material and the weight of the material.

To perform the actual quantitative analysis a portion of the 
comparator method is used. The part which is of interest in this case 
is the comparison of known activities and weights with an unknown
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activity to determine the unknown weight (6). If equation 2.11 is 

written out for the component element standards and then divided by the 

same equation written for the component element the resulting ratio 

would appear as;
A s (t)= ^ ( i - e - A T )e- x t

A e(t) w e N& o' (t) ( l-e- X T )e* X *
A

In this equation the subscript s refers to the standard and the sub

script e refers to the component element being analyzed.

The standard and the component element are both the same ma

terial and should be exposed to the same neutron flux for the same 

irradiation time. This being the case the ratio of the activities can 

be simplified immediately to;

, x W  e” Xt
As(t) = s (2.13)
Ag(t) W e e~Xt

If care in planning and handling the materials is exercised, then 

the delay time from flux removal to detection can also be kept constant 

for both samples. If this is done, then equation 2.13 can be solved for 

the final quantitative expression which is a function of the known acti

vities and the weight of the material in the standard.

Z W  (2.14)e g — — — — —
A g(t)

This is not an altogether unexpected result based on purely 

physical arguments. All other factors being equal the weights of the two 

samples are the same for the same activity. Similarly the weight of the
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eompdnent elesemt is less tMsa the.weight of /bhe s’ba.Bdard if the-

of the:standard exceeds the activity of the eompoaeat elemeato 

This is reflected in equation 2014o

The activities'as used throughout the derivetions ©an he re^ 

placed by the total counts by simply recalling that activity can be 

expressed as total counts divided by time0

2d6' Theoretical ^imitations . , -

The quantitative analysis has technically been completed and 

the method is theoretically soundo There ares of ©ours@a some limita

tions or errors inherent in any method of analysis<>

The entire method is based on the neutron activation, technique* 

the gamma scintillation spectrometry merely serving as a device td detect; 

the results of the activationo There are some errors in the neutron 

activation method which must be comsidbredo A few of the factors which ■ 

effect the accuracy of neutron activation arej 

' ' lo Selfabsorption by the material 

,2s Scattering of emitted particles 

So Geometry of detection 

4o . Instrumentation efficiencies 

5 0 Eeutron flux perturbation or depression 

These can be. rather serious limitations unless proper experimental pre

cautions are taken in order to reduce their effect (14s15)0 one of the 

devices used in this method to eousteraet these errors is the use of the 

comparison method for the final quantitative analysis.o This ©omparisbn - 

causes the cancellation ©f the errors in producing the relative resultso,
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Obviously if the comparison standard and the component element have been 

subjected to very different eirmnstanees then this eaneellatidn. cannot 
be effectedo ' ' ‘ .

. Equation 2oil$ the fundamental equation on which the comparison 

is ma.des also has some assumptions smd approximations which ©anse in** 

aeeuraeiesi.' Some of these factors are5

, 1  o' . the materials ■ irradiated is a thin foil thus .reducing flux ,
. perturbations o 7....;7 .

: ; 2 6 .Eeutrom flux and eross-seetions are in the thermal energy
- - ' ' rangeo ' .7 . ‘ ■

3o The weight of the original material is constant o

Each of these assumptions will have an effect, on the results but the

effect will be small enough to be negligible 6 ' For examples, the use of

the thermal flux and thermal crossesactions is normal because these are

usually much larger than the fast flux and fast neutron eross^geetions®

Similarly the loss of weight by the basic material turning into the

isotope is small, in factj, for normal irradiation times in average fluxes

it is undetectable» plux perturbations can be quit® large but again the

comparison method of analysis will cancel the effecto

There remains ohe other area in which there is a need for add"

itional diseussiono That is in the results obtained by the solution of

equation '2»7<, At this point it might appear that no further work is

necessary since an activity for each component element ©an easily be

determined from the total counts computed0 The activity could then be

substituted in equation 2011 and the weight computed directly» This

could be dones but such a computation would be essentially .a first ap«=



ppozimatibno ' v
The t e m  ^firs.t agproxiaatioa11' might appear strange because the 

. theory has net been based on any approximation or assumptions whieh are 

eorrectable by iterationo The h e m  is introduced beeaese there does 

exist an m k m o m  w M e h  was preseht when the analysis was begun®.

■ E.eeall that this^ method uses previously supplied qualitative 

■ data obtained by. some other techniqu@ 0 :The question should eome to ‘:

1 mind as to the aeeuraey Ofthis; , lata and the method .used to gSt ‘Its' It ' 

is entirely.possible that the qualitative analysis did not detect all of 

the. elements, presents especially if the sdmple contained elements in 

trace quantities and the method,wns destructive (7)o

: ' In any even.t$ it is good laboratory procedure to . cheek to be ; z

sure that.no easily correctable source of error existso The check.can . 

be performed by subtracting1 out, all of the component elements from the 

composite and observing the form of the result0 If any identifiable 

.spectrum remains it. must -be caused;by:some previously undetected,element 

dr elements of the mixture« The identification of the spectrum can be 

done using any of several qualitative techniques (6 )o The discovery 

of .additional data; concerning the mixture will require a repeat of the 

: .entire methodo ■ This iteration-, with the added information, m i l  produce 

more1 accurat®.' final results:. The trace element determination by eem= 

plete subtraction is an advantage of this method which should not be 

overlooked, ■
: . The natur e"of the absorption eres.s=s:@eti©B:- of the materials ean 

also be a limitation, if one of the component elements has a very high
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Qross^seetioa empared to the other elements then the analysis is 6 ompii= 

eated by the presen©© of this dominant speetrWj, this feature can. be 

'serious if the interest is in the low cross=seetion elements» ilsGp 

long irradiation ©ould produoe a dangerous level of activity thus pre-= 

eluding handling the mixtureo If this is coupled mthea short half*=life 

of the low eross-seetion elements then it is coueeivable that analysis 

by this method is impractical0 :

207 Summary

The theory of the method is sound and does not violate any 

nuelear engineering or mathematieal principles0 Based on the theory^ 

it would seem that the method is valid and acceptable as a means of . 

quantitative analysis of nuclide mixtures° It also appears that the 

requirements of simplicity and speed have been satisfied» The speed 

remaining a function of the number of elements in the mixture@

The final proof of the method remains as an experimental exer» 

eiseo This will establish the laboratdry accuracy of the method« One© 

the degree of accuracy has .been established the method will have been 

confirmed theoretically and experimentallyo



CH&PTER 3 ' ' '

' ' ' ' EXPEBllfEH!EAL PROCEDURES : .

3ol- Subtraction Adaptability
. . Theoretically^ the method is feasible and satisfies the con

ditions set forth for it„ There now refflaiiis the problem of testing the 

method experimentally and cheeking the aqcuracy of the results«

The first step in the experimental procedure was to test the 

adaptability of the automatic background subtraction feature to whole 

element subtraction. ' . :
The actual test of the- adaptability was under as controlled and 

invariant a set of circumstances as it was possible to establish« In 

the planning stage of the experiment care was taken to-ensure that any 

deviation or apparent failures of - the test were caus ed by the subtrac

tion process itself and not some exterior error introduced through han

dling and preparation^ The maximum control as; far as radiation is con- ; 

cerned was the use of the gamma calibration standards (16)« The use of . 

these standards eliminated all variants which could be introduced by 

sample preparation and irradiation0

The subtraction adaptability experiments took the form of re

peated formation and subtraction of various spectra» The gamma "stand

ards were recorded in' varying combinations of two and three spectra to 

form a composite spectrumo The comppsite was then reduced to a single 

'spectrum by subtracting but .all other elements« The remaining spectrum 

was then compared with the kb own ' t r u e f o  rm» The objective was to deter™

' ■' ■■ " ' ' ' 2 1  ;



mine if an identifiable -speetraa remained after fepeated subtractions ;

A further comparison was made by taking the total counts,under the known 

spectra and the total counts under the, subtraction result and determining 

the percent erfpro The bioseness of these comparisons indicated the 

adaptability of the background subtraction to whole element subtraction,,

\The results of two of the- subtraction tests are shown in' figures, 

5=1 ,. and- 5o2 o iThese tests are typical and' represent the average results 

Table I' is a complete tabulatibn of a test serieso Figures Sol and SoB . 

■illustrate the first two tests> manganese and sodium= For these tests 
no background adjustments, were made» ■ :

TABIS It Adaptability Test Besults , : ' ; .

Qomposite . Test Total Subtracted Per cent
.' ' ' : : z . Element ’ Counts " CbUtit. Error

....

, . • r-; v ■ m  341 g874 33% 198 . 0 a7g4
go6 0  578,648 580,701 ' 0*355

Mn 5 4  la2 2  Gs1 S 7  ■gs1 3 7  85g866 84^864  ̂ 1,17 ■

It is obvious, from these tests that the subtraction feature of 

the multichannel analyser is adaptable to whole element subtraction0 

The degree -of accuracy attained is apparently a matter of statistics - 

since the larger counts generally pro,dube: a smaller erroro

3aB . Method Illustration and test ; . ' • - , ’ ■:

■■ In testing the method itself there.were actually three tests to . 

' be' performed,. This might also be considered as the inspection of the
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results of three operationsi ' ,

1® The aeeuracy of the matrix equation solutions»

2 0 The accuracy of the subtraction times®

3o The accuracy of the quantitative results®

These features are actually rather closely related and dependent but 

their accuracy will serve as a good gauge of the method efficiencyo 

The basis of• the experiment design was the argument that if 

the composite is formed of known activities and amounts of materials 

and the application of the method produces comparable results,, then the 

closeness of the comparison between the known and the computed results 

will reflect the method accuracy® . .

' To judge ■ the accuracy of the 'three factors being tested it was ..

decided that a three element composite would be made up of carefully 

calibrated radioactive nuclides« Two of the three elements were gamma 

reference sources for use in checking the matrix solution and the sub

traction times» The third element was an irradiated element of known 

amount for use in checking the quantitative results®

The gamma reference sources selected were the manganese and 

sodium gamma standards of the Hew England Hue1ear Corporation (16).

The reason for selecting these particular isotopes is that they have 

widely separated total absorption peaks and the combination-of.’.thes© 

in a composite introduces a suitably wide range of energies® The man

ganese is a low- energy spectrum haying’ a maximum energy emission at the 

0.85 mev total absorption peak. The sodium spectrum contains annihila

tion radiation at 0.51 mev, a total absorption peak at 1.28 mey and, a 

sum peak at 1.79 mev. The ability of the method to separate out these.



widely varying spectra is an important part of the testing<> .

The third element seleeted was eoppere This element tto.s pre= 

pared in a carefully measured amount for quantitative testing0 It was 
also selected for another feasoho/ Copper has an emission spectrum which 

is similar to sodium in several ways 5, a 0 o51 mev annihilation peak and ; . 

a lo34 mev total ahsdrptionpeako Theability of the method to dis- • 

criffiihate between two fairly similar spectra is as. important as its 

ability to distinguish widely varying, spectra<, ■ ,

. Figure 3o3 is a schematic showing the form of the- three selected 

element; spebtr&e i ' . ,.;'v ;: '' ;'

. The' complete details of the experimental procedures are deferred 
to Appendix Bo There, the complete details and computations required - -
are fully illustrated in proper sequence with numerical data inserted^

The complete results of the ,experimental testing of the method are re= 

corded ;in Table ii» ; ■ : ' ;% ' ^ - ’ :/ . ' ■" ,. • ^

,:g<,.g;.: Summary Ji:;
• , An examination of Table II, shows that the method is accurate with 

an average error being generally about 2  per cento A further study of the 

subtraction results as shown in figures 3ol and 302 "further - confirms the 

accuracy :of-the methods ; ' i i. ' ; t "g '
■ : The experimental conditions under which, the tests were conducted 

were made as all inclusive as possible in so far as degree of difficulty •. 

in,' spectra separation are,'concerned» ; It is , f elt:'that the experiments; as ■ 

conducted were adequate for the testing and illustrating of the methods •
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TABLE IIg Method IllustratioB and Test Eesults

Factors /; 

Spectra

f V

C o m t
Fraction

Actual
Counts

Gomputed
Counts

%
Error

Compo
to

Actual-
Counts

Standard
Counts

;(3 Min=):

Subtract
Times

(mine)

Subtracted
Counts

. %
Error
Subtract

to
Actual
Counts

Computed 
Amount 

and % 
Error

Oompositei C
3

Region 1 
0ol904 

Region 2 
Do0796

825,240
y -

Copperb Cj . '
1 « 0 0 '  microgram,*' per cq . ■

Region 1 
0ol29

to ' ; ; ■
'Region B 

Qol237

327,647 .324,000 - 1 ,1 % 6 0 6 ^ 1 3 0 1©605 325,277 ; 0o725

lo025 
microgran 
per co

\  2=5%

Manganese| C^ : Region 1
o a a B

Region 2 
0 = 0 0 0

82,404 84,240 2P23 82404 . 5.06 84194 ■• ■2 a  7 -

SodiWB Cg Region 1 
0 . 2 6 2 1 - '

Region 2 
0 o Q 6 1 7

424,199- 417,000 lo74 424,199 2 = 96 421,111 0 = 750
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: . SUMMEy AND CONCLUSIONS'

401 Summary ■

The objective of this thesis was the development of a non

destructive method for quantitative analysis of nuclide mixtures by 

gamma scintillation spectrometryo The development of the method was 
guided by one primary considerationj accuracy consistent with sim

plicity and speedo '

The establishment of the method on a purely theoretical basis 

entailed the use of the additive property of the nuclide mixture gamma 

spectrum and the modification of the photo-fractiono This additive prop

erty and the modified photo^fmotion, called a count fraction,; led to 

the formation .of a s e t .of count ■equations -« The sol uti on. of.. the, s et of 

count equations ..gave the total counts of each component of the mixture* 

This information led to the speptrum reduction and the ultimate quan

titative analysis. - 1

The theoretical treatment, indicated that there was some merit to 

the method and it remained for experiment to complete the investigation^ 

The experiments in subtraction and method illustration produced very 

good results, generally maintaining an error on the order of 2 per cento

This could, possibly be reduced by more careful laboratory procedures«

402 Limitations and Advantages . .f
There are, of course, a few. limitations to the method. The ob-

% ' : ,; 29 • ; . : ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■
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jeetive of simplicity and speed was met but not without reserrations6 '

As the complexity of the mixture imcreases so does the method complexity0 

This is evident’ from the nature of the matrix equation which must b©

V solvedc This increase in complexity is accompanied, by an associated loss 

of timeo Theoretically no limit exists on, the size of the matrix,which 

can be solved but there certainly will be a pfa.ctioal limit on the amount 

of time and effort which can be spent pursuing any given analysis problem* 

, ■ Another limitation exists in the accuracy of the results baged 

on the degree of accuracy attained in the standard preparation* ' The 

standard is the basis on which the quantitative comparison is mades 

therefore it must be extremely accurate and any error in its preparation 

will be reflected in the final results* Error can never be entirely 

• eliminated but it can be reduced* :

The statistical ’nature of the radio-active decay process intrb-= 

duces an error which can never be eliminated but can be reduced*

There are advantages to the method too* One of the most promis™ 

lag advantages is the ability of the method to detect the presence of 

trace elements in the mixture* This particular feature could be useful 

as the primary objective of the method if all other factors are known 

and the fundamental concern is trace element analysis*

Another advantage is the simplicity and speed with which' simple . 

mixtures’ can be analyzed^ two, three or perhaps four element mixtures*

dtfg Suggestions for Further Study
There exists two areas for further study and improvement of the 

proposed method*. The combination of the • two • areas into a : single project



eculd result iato a more refined method of considerable wlueo

The first possible extension-is in the field ©f maehine eompu- 

tatios or programmingo The basie nature of the method is arithaatioal 

and"as su@h very easily adapts.to eleetronie eomputor work* It appears 

that a fully programmed method would require only the preparation of the 

standards, the formation of the various gamma spectra and the punching 

of a data card per channel per gpeetra0 These data cards could then be 

fed into the eomputor for the complete analysis* There ©an be little 

doubt that a standard analysis, program would speed up the method eon= 

siderably but the degree of accuracy obtained by this device remains in ■

' doubt o. " . 1

The second possible extension would be a complete statistical 

analysis of the method with the objective of predicting the result with

in given statistical limits* As am example, the solution to such a pro* 

ject applied to .a specific mixture might be that the result is 95 per 

cent accurate within, a range of 0*05 micrograms* This obviously adds 

significance to the results and .allows for a more accurate .evaluation 

of the basic material* It is not inconceivable that statistical nomo

graphs could be prepared for general use in this methods

4=4 Conclusions
The proposed method of quantitative analysis shows considerable , 

promise as a good general method.» There is sufficient flexability in 

the method to allow its adaptation to several primary purposes without 

undue modificationo At its present stage of development it is a workable 

and acceptable method of quantitatively analyzing fairly simple nuclide 

mixtures*
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. Although there are several limitations in using the method they 

are not of a serious nature» Theoretically the method is valid and 

experimentally the-accuracy of the method is acceptableo The result is 

a ■ usefdlg, simple quantitative analysis teeimiqueo



APPENDIX A 
THEORETICAL SUPPLEMENT 

Section 1 Count Equations

In discussing the theory of the proposed method, the formation 

of the count equations was based on purely physical arguments as deter

mined from the linear combination characteristic of the total spectrum* 

In that discussion no effort was made to mathematically justify the con

clusions. It is the purpose of this appendix to present another ap

proach to the same discussion which will confirm the previous conclu

sions*

The basic count equations using a three element composite for 
illustration are;

Total s C1 ^ C2 " ^ C3 (A.l)

Region 1 Cg(x-y)- Cl(x-y)-j-C2(x-y) -f C3(x-y) (A.2)

Region 2 ^s(a-b)s ^l(a-b) -f-^2(a-b) -j- ^S(a-b) (A*3)

The region 1 and region 2 equations apply to entirely different portions 

of the spectrum as was true in the theory discussion. The three count 

equations constitute the basis from which the matrix is formed*

The mechanics of the evaluation operation consist of the numeri

cal integration of curves and parts of curves to find the total counts 

and fractional counts* In this discussion the integration will be fully 

represented to demonstrate the previous result.

33



Theoretically, the total count under an activity curve is an

integral or an area under the curve. The spectra formed in this method 

show counts per unit energy for a given time, thus the integral over all 

energies will be a total count for a given time. The same argument ap
plied to a portion of the spectrum will give fractional counts over that 

portion.

energy (x) which will describe the gamma spectrum of the ith element.

tegral of the function between the limits of interest*

If this definition is applied to the three element composite 

then each of the component element total counts can be expressed as an 

integral as;

In applying these general rules to the specific case at hand it 

is necessary to first define the terms. Let g^(x) be a function of

Thus the total counts under the curve formed by g^(x) will be the in-

Cs (A.4)
o
p  0 0

C
1

(A.5)
o

P  OO
x) dx (A.6)

o

o
These individual expressions can then be combined into the count

equations which will appear in integral form as;



To express the fractional count equations as integrals it is merely a 

matter of changing the limits of integration to coincide with the region 

selected. In integral form they are;

dx (A.9)

dx (A.10)

In the case of the integral expressions, the unknowns become the 

component element integrals over the entire energy range. To form a set 

of equations analagous to equations 2*6 the count fraction f must be 

defined in integral terms, and the standard spectra used to determine f^ 

must be expressed in integral terms*
The standard and the component element are both the same spectra 

except for their respective magnitudes. The forming function g^(x) must 

be modified to show this difference in magnitude. The modifying term 

will be designated and is a function of the amount of the material, 

the irradiation time, detection geometry and many other factors, it is 

independent of energy. Thus any spectra of the ith element can be 

written in integral form as;

Region 1
>  h  p Z  p 2

/  6a(x) dx = / g 1(x) d x + / g 2(x) dx + / g 3(x)

* 1 = 1 X1 X1

Region 2
4 A  /T4 A 4XA x> x, X

gg(x) dx : /  g^(x) d x 4 y g 2(x)

x3 x x_ x3
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Where y f  is the appropriate modifying term for the ith element. In the 

case of the component element is 1.

Using the integral expression for any spectra the count fraction 

can now be written as an integral.

The fraction for different regions is obtained by changing the limits of 

integration of the numerator to match the selected energy band*

fractional count equations can now be written in terms of the total in

tegral unknowns and the count fractions. The equation for a single 

region from to Xg will be written. To write the equation for other 

regions it is simply a matter of a change of limits. A fractional count 

equation in integral terms appears as;

The third term in the expression is not shown but it can easily be written 

in the manner illustrated for the first two terms.

Equation A.13 can be reduced to equation A.9 by simply cancelling

Mathematically this cancellation is possible but experimentally the /?

(A.1 2 )

Using the definition of f^ as expressed by equation A*12 the

like terms after taking the constant /? through the integral sign.



and the g^(x) are inseparable because J° and g^(x) are unknown.

In order to evaluate the set of equations some known spectra 

must be used. The known spectra will be a graphical representation of 

the />^g^(x) and will be divided into energy increments or channels. By 

approximating the integration by a summation and performing numerical 

integration the value of the count fractions can be determined. This 

reduces the problem to one which is identical to the equations presented 

in Chapter 2.

Section II Statistics of Counting
Any method of analysis which is based on a statistically varying 

quantity such as radioactive decay will have to include statistics in 
the results. It is the purpose of this section to present a few of the 
more basic statistical quantities which should be considered in the 

final quantitative result obtained by this method.
The first factor to consider is that of the over-all accuracy of 

the method. A statistical quantity which measures the accuracy of any 

given variable is the standard deviation. In the case of radioactive 

decay and count detection the standard deviation of any total count is 

the square root of the count. This standard deviation expression is 

for the case of a Poisson distribution which is generally accepted for 

the radioactive decay (17,18). This applies to any simple number of 

counts not the result of an operation such as subtraction. In the case 

of a series of subtractions the standard deviation takes on a slightly 

different form. A subtraction result can be expressed as (18);
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Where OT - V n^
Obviously the total counts used in the determination of the amounts of 

an element are subject to rather large errors. The standard deviation 

depends on the number of subtraction operations as well as the size of 

the quantity subtracted, A detailed statistical analysis of the method 

could express the results in terms of errors.

There is another feature of the method which should be mentioned 

in a statistical sense and that is the nature of the selection of regions 

for the fractional count equations. In the actual method the reference 

was to peaks or areas of high counts. This selection has a basis in 

statistics which can be demonstrated by considering the fractional 

standard deviation of the count fraction. The count fraction was de

fined as the ratio of counts which can be written as;

N
f = _____  (A,15)

Nt

Where N is the counts in the selected region and is the total count 

of the spectrum. In terms of the fractional standard deviation this can 

be written;

O'* - / 1 +  1 \ *  (A.16)= f - L -  -  MV N T Nt 1 /T

In this equation T represents the count time and the standard devia

tion of f, a  study of equation A,16 shows that higher total counts and 

higher region counts produced smaller fractional standard deviations if 

the time is held constant. This is why the count fraction is computed 

based on peaks or generally high count areas.
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EXPSRIMB1TAL EX&HPLE ■ ' ,

The purpose of this appeudis is- to diseuss. the details of the 
experiment used to illustrate the proposed.analysis method and to test 

the aeeuraey of the methodo - ,

As tos mentioned in. Chapter S»: geetlom 2g the eomposite tested 
was a three element sample ©ontaining isotopes of copper,- sodium and 
manganese o' This provided the qualitative information needed to perform, 

the quantitative analysis 0 .Actually the oaaposite was formed hy 'the 

separate 'addition of each of the eomponent element speetmo The sodium 

and manganese spectra were formed from the gamma reference: standards (16), 

and the ©opper spectrum was. formed from the irradiation of an ao^ueous 

. solution of copper acetate^ . - ; , - / . ; ,

The preparation of the copper samples was performed using the ■ 

Tucson Medical Center facilities<> The first sample was measured to 

Cdnt&in l o.91 micrograms per ee- of solution while a second sample, was 
measured to contain 1 =00 mierograms per oe of solutiono The loOO micros 

gramrsampie was used in the formation of the composite spectrum and the 

lo91 .mierograia sample was used as the copper .standard in the method ap= 

plication^ ' - ’ , ; '

The selsetioh of these concentrations in an aequeous fora was 

-based on the desire for maxim control tif the. weight of the unknown and 

the resulting radiation .levels after' -sixty' minute irradiationo Most -

. . : . . : . ' 59 i \



. elements in the solid, .'State are dlffienlt and dangerous to handle after . 

any lengthy irradiations The oopper radiation was kept at a low level 

which permitted immediate handling thus avoiding, any unneeessary delays • 

la deteotiono . . . -- . , / , ' ,

' The irfadiatibti of the copper was performed' in two phases^ The 

first m s  a sixty minute irradiation of the 1 ©0 0 . microgram sample for 

use in the eomposlte speetrtm foraation and the se©ondp a sixty minute 

irradiation of the lo91 mierogram sample as the subtraction standard®

To form the composite spectrum the three selected isotopes were 

simply added together using multichannel analysing equipment (II)o This 

produced a composite spectrum which was exactly the same as '. it would - ■ 

appear if all of the elements were added together and the spe.etrum formed 

in a .'single count 0 There was one differenoe and that was as far as back

ground was eoneemedo • For the composite formed by three individual' 

spectra added together there will exist three background c o u n t s i s  an. 

actual thre© element composite there will be only one background result" 

ing from the single ©oust format!on® These extra background counts are 

necessary, in the subtractios process, and' m i l  be left in the composite® 

Appendix G discusses this, factor more.fully® The composite spectrum 

thus f©med is the multielement material to be analysed and is shown 

in .figure Sol®

The second phase of the actual method was the preparation of the 

standards of each of the known elements® This has already been acoom^

■ piished since the gamma reference sources and the 1 091 microgram, copper/;

• were, used® The formation of the standard' spectra was simply a matter of ..



' exposing th© standards and plotting the spectra =, The standard spectra ; 

are shewn in figures Bo2s Bo3S and Bo4 0 These same figures show the 

regions selected for use in the count fraction calculation and the 

count equation formations
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FIGURE B .3 COPPER SPECTRUM
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FIGURE B .4  SODIUM SPECTRUM
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After the formation of all of the neeess&ry speetra the count 

fraotions aad eount equations were fomedo For this partioular experi" 

ment two regions were seleeted,, region 1 from ©hannel 23 to 29 and region 

‘2 from ohahael 54 t©- 63o:. These regions are shown in the figures» Using 

aumerieal methods the individual eount fraotions were determined as '< 

-follows^: ■'  ̂ , ■ , ■ \ ' / :

1 ; 157^380 S 0o1904

Region 2 / 65,875 g 0 o0796

. ■. ■ • Region 1" - 78^331 . -g '0»129 ;
; 606* 159  '

Copper ; ■ ' . r '
Region 2 75^044 -  0ol257

; ■ ;

. : /Region 1 ' 9,835 •. g. . 0ol25 .

Manganese ' : ;
legion 2. 0000 - OoOOO

Region 1.' . 106a828 ■ £ 0*2521

godim - ; . , : - ' '

Region 2 • ,28g419, -g 0s0617

tn eaoh ease-the denominator was detemined by adding up all of „the 

©hannels in the standard speetrum whil’e'the. numerator m s  determined by 

adding up the eounts appearing in the selected channel rangeo

"‘'These fraotlons can now be used to fora the count equations <>



For this particular experiment the count equations were 

. 825, # 0  g O i f  ^

157.380

'I ; 2  §/

0c,1.29 • C i- Ool25 . 0o2521 C
. - . 1  & . 5

65i873 - 0ol237 0 f  0.0617 C„'■ 1  ■ ■; ;5

Total (Bol) 

Region 1 (Bo2) 

Region 2 (Bo3)

TSh^he .0 ^ is: the total copper count in the ebmposite

.' 0  is" the total manganese count in' the composite

■v 1 '- -0 ,̂ is the: total sodium count in the composite

The three count equations ©an be combined into the j 

equation which - is written as§ ''-

matrix

1 1:1-' fv
825,240

0ol29 . ::'vo .IBB ; ,;;0;6|521. k ■ " 157,380
061237:' : OoOOO ' . '0.0617 z . [ % . 65,873_
Solving by

GI det/f

Where det f is the coefficient matrix 

:: det f
i; ' :l - ■ 1  ' r il - -
0*189 0.125 0o2521
Qol237 O«OO0 0,061?

-; ; :. ■ . ■ v : • ' 2 :0*0617 . (O.OO^)'' -70*1237 (0a27l')gpo0i550 .
Where det f is the substituted matrix. , '? ; ' .r./'..::

825^240? , 1>; . ' . .: 1 
i§ 7 s880‘ '06125 : 0.2521  

65®873 0 o000 ' O0O6I?

: det f 0o0617 (54,080) 4- 65,873 (0.1271)



Using equatioB Bol: the solution, for G "beeomesi

G = det f 9 = 5£,040 = 324B000 (Copper Gomts) ; .
l a Vaet f" ' Oooi5§b V. , - .

Using equation. BoSg '

05,873 s 0*1237 G^ =k 0o0617

" g 0#1237 (324,000) 4= 0,0617 ; G_ ' \ /

Solving for G^: ‘1 ,

 ̂ G g 65,875 ° 0 01237 (324,000) « 417,000 (godiwa Counts)

Using equation B*lg , , • , r - ; .

825,240 ^  ' ; . .;

, S  5B4a000+ GQ ̂  417S000 ": ; ' ; & ■ ■
Solving for 0^; ■ ■ ' . : .

' C * 825,240 ■= 741,000 - 84,240 (Manganese Counts) : ■2 “ . : : ' • : : : ■■ ■ . . ' . . v

The total counts of each of the component elements in the com

posite have now been determined^ the comparison between these computed 

oounts and the actual Sount.s jmown to be in the composite is shown, ia 

Table II, Chapter So ' \ ■:1 ’ V) ' -. . V  .

. Use w 3.s made of equation 2 ol0  to determine the subtraction times 0 

In practice the computed counts will be used instead of the activityo 

This change in no way affects the results, it merely simplifies edmpu- 

tationso -.The computed subtraction times can-then. be. compared m t h  the : 

known count time of three minutes to estimate the accuracy of the methods



To determine subtraction times the equations were set up ag«

Manganese ' h ' “ ■ (3) . 84,240 i 3.06 minutes : / ; ■
. s'.,v:r ; ■

Sodium.. t_ - . (3) 417,000 ~ 2.96 minutes
; . .■ ^ ' - TmrtvT- ~

• . . Copper: t (3) 327,647 1»605 minutes . ' ,

. With the Subtraction times computed the complete subtraction as 

a qualitative test was conducted., The 'results of this total subtraction 

:dre shown in ’figure B.5. There was a slight tendency toward undersub

traction. but this is not particularly indicatxre of anything because the 

overall error is so small. The largest single channel error appears as 

2  %  in channel 26. 'V

The subtractidn tq the individual element spectra was then per

formed in an effort to obtain spectrum comparison data* The results of 

this reduction and the spectrum comparisons, are shown as figures Bo6 y 

5.7, and B .8 .. ■ The B . 8  result -waS’ used -to- perform the quantitative anal

ysis of the coppero y - ;

Equation 2.14 was used in the quantitative analysis of the copper, 

and again the total counts instead of .the activity was,used.

y ' ' 0  ’ ' ' ■ ' . _ y . ■■■■_ ' ' '
' - w  = W  "2 >, 1 091 325,277 1.025 micrograms per oc

■ The known amount of copper that was counted into the composite 

was 1 . #  micrdgramsper cc. Thus, the method has produced' an error of, 

2.5% when used on the microgram level. •

A complete tabulation of the experimental results and appropriate 

quantity comparisons is contained in Table II of Chapter 3. ■



FIGURE B .5  TOTAL SUBTRACTION RESULT
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FIGURE B .6  SUBTRACTION RESULT - MANGANESE
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FIGURE B.7 SUBTRACTION RESULT - SODIUM
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FIGURE B.8 SUBTRACTION RESULT -COPPER
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: . APPEHDIX C
EXPERIMEIfAI, PROCEDURES

During the conduct of the experiments leading up to the final: 

method testj, there were several steps which, required special handlingo 

The need for speeial attention, to these few points requires their sepa=- 

rate consideration and is the purpose of the a^pendixo

The most significant eause of error during the early experiments 

was a decided ©hannel shift which oceurred at the key peaks0 At first 

it was felt that the shift was the result of increased activity not only 

from element to element hut between isotopeso A channel shift of any 

nature during subtraction could completely destroy the value of the 

methodo Fortunately it was discovered that the shift was caused by in.......
accurate instrument calibration and adjustmento A reeheck of the instru

ment operation manual and more ear® during operation eliminated the shift => 

It was found expedient to use extreme care not only before,operation but 

during subtraction as well to ensure that no minor mi sad jus tments could 

distort the resultso

The., entire series of experiments was conducted using the Radia

tion Instfument Development Laboratory multichannel analyzer (12) 0 This 

equipment has the automatic background subtraction feature and lends 

itself well to this type work? There are available 200 channels on this 

instrument but it was found convenient to form the spectra using only 1 0 0  

of theseo This allows a standard to be stored in 100 channels while the •

■ . ; .: '. .54 ' ' ■
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subtraction is performed in the; other 1 0 0 o When the subtraction result 

is obtained^ both spectra can be exposed on the scope for ready compari

son.:, This feature can avoid excessive spectra plotting and time delays 

in order to perform progress cheekso ’

lin. the single count spectra formation of the composite it is 
necessary to ensure that extra background, is allowed to accumulate»
This is necessary because during the individual element subtraction 
background will be removed for each subtraction operation, so to avoid 
a subtraction error dn .adjustment must be made« In terms of time, a 
composite can be formed by a single five minute count» The subtraction 
operations may not necessarily total five minutes, therefore a background 
adjustment becomes necessary„ ■ ■ ■

A. matter of procedure which is difficult to analyze is the ir
radiation schedule. . A necessary condition for maximum accuracy is the 
elimination of as many variables as possible^ One way to reduce the 

variables is through carefully planned irradiatioh schedules® This 
should ensure that all elements are exposed to the same flux' for the same 
period of time and should eliminate the delay factor as well® The simi
larity. of handling.for all samples including detection geometry contrib
utes .greate.ly to the final accuracy and simplicity of the methodo

In' the series of experiments used in the illustrative example, 
the particular elements chosen were seleclted,.because, they existed in 
single isotope form* It is possible, even probable, that in normal 
experimentation the composite will contain more than one isotope of any 
given element® Some-confusion could result if this spectrum' .complexity 

is not anticipated or expected« Therefore, it could become necessary to
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perform am initial Bateman type (17) irradiation study» fBe results of 

sueh. an approaeh would Be to supply additional information, ooaoerning • 

the nature■,of the. eomposite ̂ peotrumo , ■

The preparation of the irradiation standards is a sour©e Of 

error whieh eamot he eliminated but san be reduoedo The preparation of 

the standards is an exercise in chemistry but should be done with as much 

care and accuracy as possibleo The accuracy of the final analysis rests 

directly on the accuracy-bf the standardso

All of the foregoing are factors which haire. a bearing on the 

accuracy of the ultimate quantitative analysis$ the more care that is 
taken in preparing and: conducting the experimentss the more accurate the' 
results will be0 • ■ ■ ; ■ v
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